**Software QA Engineer**

**Posted:** Dec 07, 2015

**DIVISION**
N/A

**DESIRED START DATE**
December 21, 2015

**TRAVEL PERCENTAGE**
No Travel

**COMPENSATION STRUCTURE**
Salary

**APPROXIMATE HOURS PER WEEK**
40

**DESCRIPTION**
We have an opening for an entry level Software Quality Assurance Engineer. You will be part of a large scale effort that includes multiple teams. You will work under the guidance of a Senior QA lead to help set up and organize the software testing validation activities.

You will participate in requirements review, design review, writing Test Plans, Test Cases, generating test data, automating tests, etc. You will also help prepare and conduct user acceptance testing (UAT). You will interact with Architecture and Development teams, other QA Engineers, Deployment teams, and Requirements Analysts on determining code coverage, path execution, stress testing, performance testing, deployment validation, integration testing, etc.

You will produce documentation required by the defined QA process including: Requirements Testability Report, Test Plan, Test Cases, Traceability Matrix, Execution Summary, and other miscellaneous documentation as needed.

**QUALIFICATIONS**
Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science, Information Systems or equivalent

**LOCATION**
Nation Wide

**POSITION TYPE**
Enter Level (New Graduates)

**WORK AUTHORIZATION**
U.S. Citizen or U.S. National, Protected Residents (Legal Perm. Residents, Asylees, Refugees, & Temp. Legal Residents), Visa Holders (F-1, J-1, H1-B, etc.)

**SALARY LEVEL**
$40,000 to $60,000 Per Annum 🏷

**JOB FUNCTION**
Computer Science/Statistics, Consulting

**DURATION**
Full Time - Permanent